Getting started with Coding
3-day introduction

The Institute of Coding bootcamp at Queen Mary will introduce you to the fundamentals of computer programming.

It is aimed at undergraduate students in Humanities, Social Sciences, Medicine and Dentistry who have not had the opportunity to learn these skills.

We positively encourage women to apply. The only requirement is a desire to challenge yourself and to learn to code (you don’t need a background in maths or statistics).

11-13 June 2019 or 18-20 June 2019

Apply now limited places available
eeqs.qmul.ac.uk/bootcamp-apply
You’re studying History or Medicine, Business or Biology, Linguistics or Geography… why should you learn to code?

Combining digital skills with your subject knowledge will open up employment, further study or business opportunities that you may not have considered before.

**Over 500,000 additional workers will be needed to fill the most skilled roles in digital industries by 2022.**

To benefit from this rapidly changing landscape, it is essential that you enhance and build on digital skills that you acquired at school.

Our bootcamp will provide an introduction to coding that will give you the grounding to explore the field further either through additional study or employment.

- Find out what coding is all about
- Write your first computer programs
- Discover how digital technology could be applied in your area of study

**eeqs.qmul.ac.uk**

£10 per person for 3 days. Coffee/tea/snacks will be provided. Queen Mary, Mile End Campus.